Youth Violence Essay

Youth violence is very bad and negative. Youth violence can range from anywhere to fighting, verbal fighting/abuse or online violence. I have seen and experienced youth violence a lot lately. I have brother who is constantly yelling and screaming at me. He is also constantly attacking me.

I cannot figure out what it is, but there is always a reason. I figure that with youth violence you can always figure out its source. With my brother, I suspect that he sees as a rivalry, a competition or constant battle for attention. With siblings most problems can easily be fixed.

With bullying, it is a whole different story. Bullying may be caused by someone bullying the bully. It may have something to do with the bully's house or environment as well. If you need to deal with a bully you can tell an adult or friends ( In an adults case ). If you can help settle your problems with the bully, you can help the bully, yourself and other people.

Out of all the bullying types Internet bullying/ cyber bulling abuse is the worst. The Internet today is full of inappropriate things and bad influences and people. Most can come from hackers, social networks like Facebook, videos and games.

In a hackers case anger / rage is the the main cause of youth violence, not much more than that. On Facebook one person's picture can be attacked by millions of negative comments. This often sadly leads to suicide. Even with just a simple reason youths may overreact and go crazy with an unpredictable reaction.

Lastly is games. To many games are war bent or full of negative people and "Trolls" right now. Call of Duty is the perfect example. If youths play to much they may think it is okay to attack other people. Also SMP (survival multiplayer) style games or even multiplayer games can cause severe emotional problems. When people "troll" each other for fun it often ends with one of them in tears. An example of this is an Indie game called MineCraft. This game is all about surviving and building. If my brother was killed with resources he may quit and not comeback or start screaming and
crying. Also when people in server peer pressure each other, related players do some pretty stupid things to each other.

The last most important youth violence cause is peer pressure. Often to many kids are pushed into something they can't get out of (metaphorically and some times literally). Your peers or "friends" are often not good people. Kids are pushed into fights and beat up by bigger kids and people all to often, because their "friends(s)" want to watch it.

Youth violence is very severe. The extremist cases are suicidal. If we join together we can stop youth violence. With just a little help kids can stopped being bullied or having to deal with peer pressure. This essay is like a message. I am saying youth violence is horrible and has to be stopped soon. Kids should know that they can go to someone for help and their problem end. Whether it be at school or at home or even online there is always going to be help somewhere. Let us shop youth violence together!